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Hello Anya, Austin, Cynthia, Ethan, Faith, George, Harley,                               

Ivy, Josie, Lukas, Nathan, Sam and Valery!  I hope that you                             

are all following guidelines to stay safe and are adapting to a                          

new routine to keep your minds and bodies healthy.  If you are experiencing 

difficulties at this time, please email me at the address above and I can set you up 

with someone who can help.   

I miss seeing you all everyday and I really wish we could have finished our game 

of Monopoly      .  I know that we would have had many fun, challenging, strategy-

filled game days.  As I post weekly learning opportunities for you every Monday 

from now on, I will attempt to virtually mimic what we would have done in class 

on those days.  I hope you enjoy them. 

If you remember, we had finished a trigonometry quiz on our last day together.  

You all did great!  I have found a good resource online for you to review this 

outcome this week and next week I plan to challenge you with some trig questions 

involving multiple triangles.  I know you will be up for the challenge and if ever 

you need help accessing resources or finding solutions, please feel free to email 

me any time of day or evening.  I check messages often and will get back to you 

within a couple of hours. 

For this week, here is a Trig Review.  Depending on how much you remember you 

can either go right to Quiz 2 OR you can try the 4 Practice modules from 

Introduction to the Trigonometric ratios section then do Quiz 2 OR you may want 

to review the lessons from the 4 sections, then do the 4 Practice modules, then 

Quiz 2.  It is up to you!  Please let me know if you need my help. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/geometry/hs-geo-trig 

For our Games Day, this is a logic riddle I have used in class before which 

students enjoyed.  They worked in small groups so maybe you can recruit 

family members to work with.  If you think you know the answer and do not 

want to check it online (in case you have a mistake), message me your 

guesses.  I’d love to help and guide you with this.   

https://brightside.me/article/this-riddle-can-only-be-solved-by-people-

whose-iq-is-140-or-higher-385910/ 

Have a great week everyone…talk soon       
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